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Over the past three years, the NACC along with 

 have partnered to create national competencies and

formation resources for pastoral care ministers. The latter provide spiritual, emotional, and

sacramental support to the most vulnerable in diverse settings (homes, senior residences,

correctional/prisons, health care, and others. 

several other Catholic Ministry Associations

and (arch)diocesan representatives

https://www.nacc.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Appendix-1-List-of-Partners-in-Pastoral-Planning.pdf
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Introduc�on to Speaker for this session: 
 wants to be known as the executive director and founder of Joseph

House (  ) He also serves in pastoral ministry to the

incarcerated throughout North Florida. And his work primarily focuses on those who are in

solitary confinement. In addition to this, he serves Saint Elizabeth parish, Crawfordsville, and

Sacred Heart in Lanark village in the diocese of Pensacola-Tallahassee. In addition to all of this,

he teaches philosophy at St Vincent de Paul Regional Seminary. Before entering the

priesthood, he received his Ph.D. in the study of religion, focusing on the philosophy and ethics

of Florida State University. He comes with a background from other religious traditions, which

has proven helpful in his work among the prisoners.

Father Dustin Feddon

https://www.josephhouseus.org/

https://www.josephhouseus.org/
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                     Session VI: Love – Skills/Knowledge Formation II

How do I navigate and work within the system? This final session explores a variety of

pastoral do's and don'ts in diverse relationships with others, from those of other faiths to

developing the faith community, from working with prison staff to relating to families of

incarcerated and working with ex-prisoners.

About Re-entry

Father Dustin: All right. Well, welcome to the final hour here. Not to get too apocalyptic, but the

great test. What we would like to do and the remaining time that we have is: I'd like to share a

little bit about, about re-entry, and then, we'll open it up to discussion.

So especially for those that have been viewing, on the streaming here, please feel free to start

thinking in advance if there are any questions that you've kind of accumulated along the way,

and you would like to ask either Father George or me. Please feel free to do so. Probably here

in the next couple of minutes or so. We'll start the discussions. So, we've talked a lot about,

well entirely about prison ministry, about ministry within the walls of prisons on death row and

solitary confinement or the general population.

So especially for those that have been viewing, on the streaming here, please feel free to start

thinking in advance if there are any questions that you've kind of accumulated along the way,

and you would like to ask either Father George or me. Please feel free to do so. Probably here

in the next couple of minutes or so. We'll start the discussions. So, we've talked a lot about,

well entirely about prison ministry, about ministry within the walls of prisons on death row and

solitary confinement or the general population.
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We've heard so many things in the last session with Father George about the do's and the

don'ts, practical, concrete suggestions of relationships, relationship building, and how to

develop, a professional kind of ministerial presence, and all of that. So much of that that

applies, in prisons. I also think a lot of that applies to the transition of re-entry, although there

are more significant challenges as well. Perhaps we also have greater opportunities to think in

new ways about relational ministry for those that are getting out of prison. One statistic I've

read notes that 90% of those incarcerated will be leaving. So that's about 2.4; 2.5 million people

that are currently incarcerated throughout the country will be getting out of prison.

Of course, the question for us is, what is that experience like for them? I want to say, and right

now, I can't confirm the numbers, but I want to say that 70% of those that return to a free

society, will return to prison based on current kind of projections of the statistics. In other

words, the return rate is extraordinarily high. But to put this more into perspective, every year,

700,000 to 800,000 women and men are returning into our communities. So, the turnaround is,

is exceptional. And I have learned in the state of Florida. Still, I've heard this elsewhere as well.

There is a great scarcity of resources, of homes, of communities that are poised and

positioned to welcome these women and men back into communities and society. A lot of the

individuals that I serve, the last place they need to return to is their family or their

neighborhoods from which they came.
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And then hopefully it continues to maybe six months after. So, you need to consider it as a

year-long process. The reason to start preparations six months in advance is for their benefit

and the benefit of your ministry. I speak of this through my experience of a re-entry project

mission that we've established in my diocese called Joseph House. At Joseph House, we

believe that those that we are serving have a right, and it's crucial for them to know the

individuals that will be there to kind of catch them, to help them segway back into the

community, back into society. That is to say that that trust is essential. Many of these women

and men have been deceived in the past. They have fractured relationships, and they need to

know something about the community, the ministry that we'll be receiving when they get back

into or back into free society from prison.

Also, I say, beginning to prepare six months before release is essential because, the next, the

first couple of hours and days of any individual returning into society. So many are basically in

a state of homelessness. They are determined and designated by the department of

corrections as homeless because their families will not be receiving them back into their

homes when they come out of prison.

I'll share a little more about that here in a few minutes, but I think where there is this great

challenge again, 700,000 to 800,000 women and men returning into free society every year is

an extraordinary challenge. I also am perhaps a bit of a dreamer, but I believe that parishes can

make, can become great portals. They can be points of transition. With so many different job

skills, backgrounds, and positions, parishioners could help these women and men reacclimate

into society. That’s the way that I think of re-entry. But again, various people have different

kinds of strategies to this, but I think of re-entry as reasonably comprehensive in terms of its

ideal. You establish relationships with the women and the men that are returning at least six

months before returning.

Perhaps Parishes Can Have a Role
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So again, all the more reason why those first hours, those early days that they know

something about the people that will be essentially their caretakers. They need to have a sense

of trust in the community that will be there to watch them and protect them. Remember, as

both Father George and I have mentioned before, many of these women and men have been

abused before they were incarcerated. So, you're dealing with a very vulnerable population of

individuals. So, for them to be able to return into free society, I would, in my experience, note

that it is fair to say, and I don't mean to infantilize those that are coming back. But, necessarily,

especially if they are homeless, you're dealing with individuals who are not capable as they first

get out to make choices, mature choices, as though they are adults responsible. And that's just

the reality, at least with those that I work. There is a great need for an extraordinary degree of

supervision and management.

The first hours and days of re-entry is a very risky period for suicide. Many will commit suicide

because of the challenge. They see the overwhelming impossibility of being able to

reacclimate. How to live with this newfound freedom can be overwhelming. Certainly then, next

to suicide would be drug abuse or substance abuse. Many simply cannot cope with the raw

challenge of now having choices, especially if they've been institutionalized for an extended

period.

So, when they come back out of prison, they're faced with all of the dramas, all of the familial

relationships, family relationships, all of the struggles. I've heard it said, and I'm not sure how

accurate this is. This isn't my area of expertise. I believe that those who were chemically

addicted, abusers of drugs, alcohol, or other things, go through a kind of detox, once they enter

into prison. But then their addiction is put in suspended mode. So, when they return to a free

society, all of those triggers that sent them into a chemical dependency begin to re-emerge.

They become the pipeline back to the prison. They tend to return right back to prison in those

first hours, first days, they find themselves gravitating back to the bottles, back to the pills,

back to the needles or whatever, their drug of choice was before they were incarcerated.
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So, all the more for any re-entry mission ministry project to be well poised to take on the

responsibility that you're going to have, you have to be in parent mode. You have to attempt to

provide safety for these individuals that are returning. Again, I'm not speaking of every person

that's returning from prison, but especially for those in a place where they need to be because

they can't go back into their families and can't go back into their communities. So those are the

first couple, of hours and days.

My experience has been that, once there is some degree of stability and some sense that their

basic needs are being met, trust is established. Once that happens, you want to begin to help

them socially network as soon as possible. That is, you become a bridge into a wider

community and then to broader relationships with those in the surrounding community. And I

believe in this. And by the way, the people that I serve, most are not Catholic.  

One of the first individuals that we worked with at Joseph House was not Catholic. But

immediately, so many of his relationships, his initial contacts into free society became

parishioners. These were the people that I knew, and I trusted and relied upon, and I thought I

could help this individual to network back into society. What gifts are parishes and parishioners

are! In our communities, we can tap into individuals that may never want to go into a prison.

But, you know, they wouldn’t mind, providing free dental service or being a financial advisor.

We've tapped into some who are eager to help them to budget and learn basic banking 101.

Those things are for us in our society are ways of saying, now I am a member of society. I

have a bank account. I know how to use a debit card. I know that I don't need to share my

debit card with strangers. These things may seem common sense to us, but for so many of

the women and men coming back into free society who have never had this type of

experience, this is them saying, I am now a participant. I am currently a citizen in a free

society. I have my own cell phone. I have Wi-Fi access.
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All of this can come about typically, I think, through ideally placed safe individuals. The last

thing that a person coming back out of prison needs to find themselves in is being surrounded

by formerly incarcerated individuals. Obviously, to some degree, their community will likely be

individuals that were incarcerated. But it is too easy for them to begin to experience prison

culture again once they get out of prison. So, you want to break that kind of prison culture,

prison mentality by putting them into contact with individuals that perhaps may not be like them

at all. But those individuals at least have concern for their safety and security. Eventually, that

concern, in time, will be the groundwork to establish a basic sense of trust.

When you begin to walk with those that are returning from prison, you begin to see in very

immediate ways just how overwhelming that experience can be. And I will, by the way, just

recommend one resources. It’s actually a television show. I know that, as a priest, I have to be

careful about recommending television shows in today's age. But the show is called “Rectify.”

(See ).  It is about an inmate who returns from the

Georgia actually death row back into free society. And what is so wonderful about this series,

the first season at least is that you see in very kind of existential ways, the degrees of trauma.

You see how re-entry can actually be traumatizing when you've been so institutionalized and

surrounded and secured in a very threatening way but secured.

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt2183404/

To be open in the open expanses of freedom can be itself be destabilizing. And this is

something that I've experienced with our re-entry participants: the pain and the frustration of

experiencing rejection by the property manager after property manager that simply will not rent

to someone who has committed a crime. This is especially true if they've committed a crime of

violence or a sex offense.

That experience of others’ fear of them already makes them feel as though they simply will

never be welcomed back into society.

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt2183404/
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That experience of others’ fear of them already makes them feel as though they simply will

never be welcomed back into the society that they will never have a safe place to live. They

will never have a decent job. They will never be able to earn quite enough to pay the most

basic bills. They will always be labeled as others. This is why there are so many attempts to

simply return to the safety and security of their prison cells. I've, I heard one young gentleman

tell me very early on, within weeks of his re-entry, that it would just be more comfortable if they

just handcuffed him and sent him back to prison.

Re-Entry is a Ministry of Accompaniment
As taught to us by Pope Francis and by many other extraordinary individuals like Father

Gregory Boyle, John Vianney, and Dorothy Day, our ministry of re-entry is one of those unique

opportunities to perform the ministry of accompaniment. We learn what it means to walk with

those in the valleys of the shadows of death. We learn what it means to share their frustrations,

to allow ourselves to be frustrated by the fact that no one's renting to them. No one's giving

them a job. We work to be able to translate those frustrations and those anxieties into

possibilities of hope when without fail, you will experience the random kindness and goodness

of strangers such as that one property manager who is willing to take that person on and give

them a room to rent or a job to have.

It takes resilience. At times, it takes determination, but I believe that eventually, the Lord does

provide and open up those spaces. I believe that parishes and parishioners are frequently a

perfect place to begin. I don't think we have to feel afraid or daunted by the fact that we're

opening parishes, parishioners, and communities to former criminals to formerly incarcerated

individuals. But I think it is a risk, using wisdom and discretion worth taking for those

possibilities. Redemption to play out in a very practical communal way
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Reintegration back into society does take a village! It takes a community; it takes a community

of people that are willing to risk connection to form hospitality to those that are returning.

I should say from the outset as well that the reason I mentioned those six months before re-

entry. It's important to establish those relationships. We need to assess the mental health of

the individuals that we will help. We need to realistically understand the mental challenges that

they may suffer so that we may be able to provide the best type of therapy care

So mental health is vital because, again, most of the individuals coming out of prison have

wounds that they need to attend. You want to provide them with a safe, professional

environment to work that out by accompanying those that are formerly incarcerated into public

spaces.

Every individual that we take on at Joseph House, we connect them with a therapist or some

type of support group. So mental health is vital because, again, most of the individuals coming

out of prison have wounds that they need to attend. You want to provide them with a safe,

professional environment to work that out by accompanying those that are formerly

incarcerated into public spaces.

The Social Jus�ce Connec�on
We also believe that that is a social justice aspect of this work. That is that by accompanying

those that are formally incarcerated back into public spaces, we are also offering opportunities

for our neighbors and free society to participate in the work of justice. That is to say that we

want to risk connection. We do this for the opportunity of these individuals returning to the

community. We do this so our neighbors and parishioners can learn about the experiences

formerly incarcerated have had. We want them to understand the injustices that they have

experienced.
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Re-integration back into society does take a village! It takes a community; it takes a

community of people willing to risk a connection to form hospitality to those that are returning. It

is also foundational in this process to provide safety. And what do I mean by that? I mean that it

is essential that whenever you take on an individual returning from prison that you are prepared

to be able to provide not only spiritual and emotional needs, not only to be able to offer

relationships and connections but that you also understand the daunting task of taking on

material needs as well. The simple fact of the matter is that there is a scarcity of understanding

of the value of rehabilitation in the prison system. So many of these women and men have not

been prepared to make the choices that they need to make to provide for their most basic

needs.

What may seem, again apparent to us, is not necessarily obvious to someone who has been

institutionalized for an extended period. So, we want to be able to acknowledge that all of this

help doesn't necessarily have to happen within our ministry alone. For example, when we

accompanied our first individual at Joseph House, we tapped into Catholic charities. We tapped

into other parishes. We tapped into other social work organizations in the area that have

already been doing this work and could do it perhaps far better than we could be. We could be

prepared to do it. But what at least helps is making those connections for them and driving

them to the DMV or driving them to Catholic Charities, the food closet, or whatever. So,

through one-on-one relationships, parish volunteers, as they are trained in an understanding of

the needs of the incarcerated can be the bridge to a more independent and dignified life in

genuine ways.

Many of my experiences in prison helped me start to dream about what it might be like for

Tavares, Clinton, or Jeff or anyone to be back in the free society. I dream of their chance to

dream about how they want to live their life. And so, we do this as a community. I can't stress

that enough.
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Make use of all of the other resources within communities, not only in the church communities

and parish communities but also in the broader communities. There is growing interest in re-

entry work now. A whole attitude towards the importance of re-entry work is now beginning to

surface. You can find it in publications and even hear public talk of “de-incarceration.” So

perhaps in the future, God willing with serious reforms in the prison systems, we will begin to

see that number of individuals returning into free society increase.

I believe that parishes are perhaps one of the best, if not the best sources to mobilize a full re-

integration. And I was talking with someone earlier today about the possibility of parishes

adopting; correctional facilities are utilizing safe zones in which there is a preparation for where

these individuals are returning to so that we can be sources of accompaniment.

So, now we would like to open up the last, 20 minutes or so here for discussion, conversation,

or questions that you may have- for those who live streaming this webinar. If you've had any

questions or comments or thoughts, over the course of the past couple of hours, please feel

free to share them. And I'm guessing it's a share box or reply box on the, on their streaming

programs. 
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Par�cipant ques�ons/comments: 
1) One of our huge barriers is: how do we get the Department of Corrections to let us enter?

My question has to do with the ability to get into the prisons in that first six months. I'm

Barbara, the national coordinator of prison ministry re-entry and restorative justice for the

National Society of Saint Vincent DePaul. (The National Office of the St. Vincent de Paul

Society is a partner in the Catholic Prison Ministries Coalition. See more about the partners@

 ) We are engaged in an immersion

program in the entire country. One of our huge barriers is: how do we get the Department of

Corrections to let us enter? One of the reasons we're so interested in obtaining certification for

laity is that's this is one way to develop trust for us to get recognized so that we can come. But

also, what are your thoughts on that.

https://www.catholicprisonministries.org/our-partners

• : Sure. Well first, I would say that I'm just speaking from my own experience and as

someone, which both does prison ministry and re-entry. First of all, I've considered prison

ministry, kind of my primary responsibility. So, I've had to clear everything through the

Department of Corrections there. And I tried to make sure that everything I am doing is above

board. And I am of two minds as regards this question. Whether or not one should do both in-

prison and re-entry work. I think there's a lot of potential pitfalls and problems, but I also think

there's a lot of advantages. Many of the prison ministers understand the needs of those that

are coming out better than most. This is why I think it's much better to approach re-entry as a

community. We should rely upon our prison ministers to flag individuals needing help so that

we can adapt to what returning citizens may need for greater flexibility.

Fr. Dustin

https://app.designrr.io/The%20National%20Office%20of%20the%20St.%20Vincent%20de%20Paul%20Society%20is%20a%20partner%20in%20the%20Catholic%20Prison%20Ministries%20Coalition.%20See%20more%20about%20the%20partners@%20https://www.catholicprisonministries.org/our-partners
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• : Wait. Can you say a little bit more about that? 

• : Many states do not allow people who have visited incarcerated persons to have

contact with them outside. No, I understand. I'm an attorney. I know that it's to prevent felons

from re-negotiating, which, as we all know, is nonsense because, of course, they will if they

have the chance. But it keeps us at bay. New Orleans is an area of great concern with our

society on that issue. But I am wondering if you could talk about those two things.

  

• : You can work through the department of corrections. But, I think, what we're

doing is we're making use of prison ministers who go into these prisons and have flagged

individuals that will be returning into this surrounding area and who have a relationship with

them. They have the trust with the individual, and we've cleared it through the correctional

facilities that those prison ministers can speak about these different re-entry programs so that

we have some connection with them. They've already established some type of relationship so

they can vouch for our program to those that are returning. So that's one way in which you

work as a team. You have laity in the prisons, but you also have lay members on the outside

waiting to receive them back into their communities.

2) Have you had any problems with fraternization rules in different States?  

Father Dustin

Barbara

Father Dustin

•  Well, Saint Vincent DePaul has some stationed in the prison as we are establishing

our re-entry works, which makes sense to me. 

Barbara:
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3)  Commercial Plug for CPMC Webinar on Re-entry

https://www.catholicprisonministries.org/webinar/re-entry-working-to-create-a-culture-of-

encounter-and-hospitality

• : So, for example, that's kind of the work that I've been doing. I've contacted

individuals on the outside, and I remain in contact with them on the end. I'm on the inside and

then stay in touch with them on the outside. But I realize that's not it allowed everywhere. If you

review state by state, but I think you will find that, even my situation, it is not ideal. It's just

because it's kind of all we have right now. I think the perfect condition is when you have a

community of people that are working in the prisons who are connected with those lay

individuals and others that are on the outside and preparing for those about to re-enter into a

free society.

Father Dustin

•  As long as you're on the topic of re-entry Father Dustin, I just want to give

another commercial plug for July when we are going to be having a webinar with you and sister

Maureen Clark. Sr. Maureen is the chaplain at the Massachusetts state prison for women who

runs a similar program of six months before release and then, aftercare. So, at that, I forget

precisely which date. I think it's July 9. July 9 at one o'clock Eastern time. Sr. Maureen is from

Massachusetts, Framingham state prison.

Father George:

• : : I think that there are other ways in which you could go through the

Department of Corrections or the local Sheriff. Usually, the local Sheriff's department has

names of all the individuals that will be due coming back into their counties. My state, Florida,

tends to be pretty rigid with some of these issues. Yet, surprisingly they have become very

flexible with helping inmates, as a prison minister, find re-entry ministries or programs or

halfway houses on the outside and to have relationships with them still when they get out.

Father Dustin
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• : Alright. Yeah. Thanks for the plug there, Father George. And that is, and I

should say that, that the six months prior and six months after is not hard and fast. But other

organizations have also tested this and see it as a good model.

Father Dustin

• : Yeah, so what I've done, and I'm a priest and a parish priest, so I can kind of

work within my parish. But what I've seen happen in other communities is first you always

want to clear something through the pastor. So the first point of contact, I think with any

ministry, especially in ministry as a substantial and involved as re-entry, should ideally be

whoever the prison ministry coordinator is if they have one in that parish. If the parish does not

have a coordinator, then contact the pastor in the church. Ask them if their congregation would

be willing to develop some type of ministry or program to serve the needs of those that are

returning in their area.

 

• : And that would be my first kind of primary

suggestion. But I encourage everybody. St Vincent DePaul has 140,000 members. We're 175

years old, and we're boots on the ground, and we have an immersion program for re-entry. So,

if you have a Saint Vincent DePaul conference made up of two or more parishes, find them.

And if you don't have a re-entry one, they know how to get ahold of us. But we have a national

commitment, and that’s a great place to start. Exactly.

•  And I would also say because I just thought about it – even go to Catholic

Charities within the diocese. They may also know of other individuals within the diocese or in

those communities who might also be a good conversation partner to have to begin that work.

4) Do you have any suggestions on how to approach a parish community to begin helping with

a reentry ministry, i.e. formation ideas, et cetera?  

Father Dustin

Barbara of the St. Vincent de Paul Society

Father Dustin:
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•  Oh, that's one exception, yeah, and I think prisoners are going to be very

suspicious. The Catholic prisoners I think somehow have adopted through their cultural

upbringing, the idea of, of the sanctity of the confessionals so that prisoners generally know like

who are Catholic, they can go and whatever they say in confession is a sacred and won't be

repeated. I have to kind of educate them about that too. But that would be one instance. That's,

that's between the prisoner and the priest. I was referring more to prisoners. There's nothing

secret. Everybody knows what's going on.

5) First to Father George: You mentioned that nothing said in the prison is a secret. So how do

you handle, the sacrament of Reconciliation?  

Father George:

• : I know they may try, but it would be real abuse. It's forbidden.

6) It's a follow-up to the last question. Is there, is there any possibility that, the law enforcement

may use the priests to get more information from the prisoner?  

Father George

7) This second question is for Father Dustin: Do you think the difficulty people face when they

try to orient the society - for example, you mentioned about 70% of those who have been in

prison when they come out there, the possibility of up to 70% is returning to prison. Do you

think that has to do with some of them not finding or even coming back home?

•  No, not finding a safe home. That point is that they need to find a haven. Yeah,

I think that's it. I think that's a substantial part of it. Absolutely. What happens is, as Father

George can probably attest to as well, prison culture, even on the inside, can be kind of a

survivalist mentality. Men, women, were feeling as though they continually have to survive.

Father Dustin:
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• : AAnd this is why so much of the prison culture that may seem so offensive to

us. It makes a lot of sense if you're living under constant threat from inmates, other prisoners,

and perhaps even staff that it would transfer to the outside. You believe that you don't have a

haven on the outside. But also, you don't even have the institutional security that prison offers,

a prison begins to look like a very attractive place. So, if you don't have, and I reduce it down to

trust, trusting, safe, trusting relationships. 

 If those things are not there if those people are not there, I think the capacity,

the possibility of re-offending of returning to prison is extraordinarily high. But I would also kind

of tag with that, the option of meaningful work. I see it so often, guys become disheartened.

The only kind of jobs that are available to them is essentially slave labor. It's comparable to

what they were doing in prison. So, they can't dream about the future. If you can't dream about

a future, it's not worth investing in the possibility of a future, which again, I think, is just a quick

and easy way of finding oneself back in prison.

Father Dustin

• Father Dustin:

8) I just wanted to add to what you're talking about as far as the housing is key in which you're

referring to is a roof and in meals. But another enormous societal need is the fact that there's a

lack of health care. And since our prisons are, you know, up to 60%, they're the largest

psychotropic, drug dispenser in the country. A lot of the people will come out and find that they

have no access to health care or in their medications. And a lot are in fear of what they will do

now that they're off of their medications. And, so we, you know, is a plea to parishes and such

even to be a source of if they can't do the full housing, just be a resource as far as where to go

to get healthcare, where to go.
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• :   And there's been some dabbling in communities I've heard, which I would

love to see grow to where an interfaith coalition is formed. So, some would have AA meetings

in their churches. They would rotate a particular night that they're just open for the community.

And this is the one time where there's just people and community are available for simple

sharing. They make sure that there is somebody present that has and shares practical

information about where to go to get a driver's license or where to go for social security. Even if

they are in housing, they may need extra help to assist them in getting to those other support

services. There are so many different services that those re-entering can get lost. They need

community, but they also need practical directions about where to go and help to get there.

Father Dustin

• : Well, just a brief example, Breman, 30-32-year-old, young Haitian, i.e., man I

was serving in confinement. Then when he was released and went down to the South ward, I

didn't see him. But eventually, he made contact, through the diocese and the parish. And, he

had his leg amputated while in prison. So, there was a lot of medicine that he received,

primarily preventative of preventing blood clotting. He got through the healthcare system there

in prison, but he was released with no pills or medication. Within four weeks of his return, he

was in the hospital again. And the doctor told him he was hours away from a severe blood clot,

life-threatening blood clot.

 Father Dustin

•  So, that's just case again, it's like drops in a bucket. There are so many of

these cases where individuals that do receive at least some basic medical health care while in

the prisons find that they have nothing when they get out.

Father Dustin:

•  • The second point I would like to emphasize is that mental health counselors

tell me that the individuals that they see in prison, basically ended out in prison to receive the

mental health care that was never available to them in their communities. So, this is why I

personally think incarceration in our country is a public health crisis, and I think it is even more

so once we consider re-entry.

Father Dustin:
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9) I wanted to share that last fall at the Dismas Ministry conference. Something came up

related to this. There was an excellent presentation that they made available online by the two

persons who had successfully re-entered the community. And, and as they shared their story

and as a convincing, portrayal of precisely what they faced. So, I recommend that participants

check out the Dismas ministry and see if they have that available on the conference page.

• Well, I remembered the video and heard that presentation. And some States

offer simulations that enable you to go through the experiences of what someone re-entering

society goes through. In other words, you can test to see how it would be for you to get a

driver's license or how it would be for you to get your birth certificate. Basic things that we take

for granted! It is an extraordinary accomplishment for so many that are returning just to get

their birth certificate or social security card.

Father Dustin: 

• : Along with that, I'll quickly bring up the need for

advocacy to reduce those barriers because it's not just the criminal record that runs against all

of this. It's also fines and fees. Fee accumulated during their incarceration can add up, and

there are legal ways to get those removed. For example, in Wisconsin, we have legal action

that teaches us how to go to court, and we now have those hearings. But how do you expect

someone to get a job if they can't even get even an ID card? It's an impossibility. The barriers

are enormous. We at the Society of St. Vincent DePaul have made our primary goal in the next

three years to address this problem. So, if there's anything you could do, a lot of parishes, you

have a St. Vincent DePaul join us. 

Barbara from the St. Vincent de Paul Society
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• If there is a time Catholics in your state, go to

the Capitol; go and talk to your legislator. The voice of Catholics needs to be raised because

otherwise, we're not going to get sentencing reform. We're not going to get all of that other stuff

that removes barriers in Florida. You now allow them to vote, but there are administrative

blocks to let them be registered. So that's just one example of the entire nation needs to pay

attention. Consider connecting to the Society of St. Vincent de Paul or getting to know them,

because we are very organized, and we are based out of parishes. Give your local group a

call. And, and consider helping. It's just that critical.

Barbara from the St. Vincent de Paul Society: 

 I’m going to invite Karen Clifton who is a member of the leadership team for

the Catholic Prison Ministry Coalition to help answer that question. Karen is here with us and

she was the founding director of the Catholic Mobilizing Network.

10) Can you share any information on restorative justice or peacemaking circles? 

•Father George:

 Regarding the peacemaking circles, there is a helpful book by Kate Pranis. It’s

called the Little Book of Circle Processes. It is a very, very simple, easy, digestible, explanation

of it. If there is an interest in it, she can be contacted. You can find her online. She does a lot of

trainings around the country. She does it for our church and other gatherings. She really walks

you through the process. It's listening. It's what we were talking about - this being present. It’s

really facilitating difficult conversations It originated initially back in the 70’s to address

victim/offender dialogues when it was the case within our legal system that victims do not have

a voice. It was an opportunity for them to, , if the situation of those are very rare and small

opportunities where, it is not going to be a revictimizing situation where victims can get an

answer.

• Karen Clifton:
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: AAnd so, it's an opportunity. This restorative approach is being carried forth in

many dioceses. Larry Dowling leads the program here in the Chicago area. Parishioners are

learning how to become part of this circle process. The process brings the perpetrator and the

victim together with the magistrate, who is doing the sentencing. It's an opportunity to slow the

conversation down and get the full story. This approach emphasizes how the crime impacts

the community and addresses the need to seek solutions for all those affected. It can be

challenging to proceed at first, but solutions can be found, and it helps to form a greater

community of support. This approach has been used a lot with the issues in the church, within

incidences of harm. And so, much can be found on this restorative technique on the web. And

you can also contact Catholic Mobilizing Network @ . CMN has

a small handbook, and it's to one of the resources shared at this conference. There is a parish

version of it on techniques that can be used in adopted. And Caitlyn Morneau (see

h ) ) is the staff resource for this. She will

gladly school you and give you all the education you want to put it into your parish format or

community format.

• Karen Clifton

https://catholicsmobilizing.org/

ttps://catholicsmobilizing.org/people/caitlin-morneau

11) I just want to commend the presenters here. Thank you very much for each presentation. I

work in a medical unit where those from prison come for medical treatment. Sometimes they

come and go back to prison. So, my question is, as we talk about re-integration, one of the

genuine concerns a community might have is that they are not sure whether the person

returning from prison is harmful or not. Is there a way, the programs, initiatives, try to assess

these people and then make sure that they are safe? Thank you.
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• : That's a great question. And that's something that I think is hopefully, always

being assessed with each individual. That's one of the reasons why we try to get to know them

those six months prior to the return. We have them, basically sign over all of their medical files

and mental health files from while they've been incarcerated. So, we have a little bit of an idea

as to their kind of mental health history. Also, over those six months the team that works with

them can hopefully gauge at least a little bit. Although as Father George said, you only know

really about 5% of what's going on. So, I think all the more reason why you have those

boundaries, we didn't really, we didn't have a chance to get into those, but it is important to

have boundaries with re-entry as well. 

Father Dustin

•  I like to think of it as de-incarcerated kind of spaces and zones, whether it's a

halfway house or a place where they're safe. You're not bringing them into your homes. Indeed,

you're not bringing them into your friend's homes, right! You're bringing them into a place where

they can acclimate, where they can get a sense of safety and security and be treated if they

need to be treated. So that then, hopefully, over time, there's a greater sense of security and

safety that you have of them as well. And that allows for greater social networking. The ideal

goal is that they're fully acclimated and reintegrated. We don't want the stigma of them being a

criminal or a felon always to be plaguing them. So, we have to risk connection at some point.

Father Dustin:

•  But initially, I think you must have that full kind of mental health assessment.

This assessment can help you to be realistic about what the candidates' issues are. You don't

want them to bring the traumas that they've experienced in prison or before prison into this new

space that you're hoping to create. That's a safe and secure space. So we do receive all of

their medical information and mental health information so that we're able, and we do it with

their consent, but that's a stipulation that we have is that we have the right to access that.

Father Dustin:
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One is the website. I recommend that you go to the webinar

page, where you'll see the webinars that have already been created than are that are available

as well as notices about what's coming next. Secondly, if you go to  and click on

resources and come down to Partners in Pastoral Care, you'll find many of the resources that

have been made available through this conference. In addition, there is a booklet there for how

to set up training as well as other resources that we're surfacing through this conference and

other places, including the best practices around the country. Those will be available through

that page as well. So, both of those are going to be a tremendous resource for anyone who's

listening and who's here. Keep watching them as we develop more. Both of them are in

process, , but there's a lot of rich resources for you right now to take advantage of. So please

do and thank you and both our presenters and those who are participating online as well as

those who are right here with us. I think this has been a very rich experience for us all.

12) (Harry Dudley, a member of the CPMC Leadership team): As we're getting close to the

end. I want it to emphasize resources for everyone listening and all of you who are here.

www.catholicprisonministries.org 

www.nacc.org

You stress the importance of presence. So, I think your presence here among us as well as

your words of wisdom, your lived experience, your concrete examples of what needs to be

done, what can be done are very, very helpful to us. This is especially true as we discern how

do we fit into this ministry and ask: Should we fit into this ministry? Can we do it? Ought we to

do it? So thank you very much for all that you've brought to us. Thank you for being here.

Thank you, all the participants, for your wonderful questions in those online. And I just ask that

before you leave you hand in your evaluations for us.

13) (NACC Facilitator for this session): We've been double timing here, but I'm also, I

supposed to give a formal thank you to the both the speakers for all that you've done.
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Ques�ons for Re�ec�on
1. Approximately what percentage of those who leave will return to prison?  A) 50%       B)

60% C) 70% D) 80% E) 90% 

2. True or False:  There is a great scarcity of resources, of homes, of communities that are

poised and positioned to welcome these women and men back into communities and to

society. 

3. Describe at least two ways that Father Dustin demonstrated possible roles for a parish

to be involved in re-entry.   

4. True or False:  According to Father Dustin re-entry work is at least a year long process.

Explain your answer.   

5. Why does Father Justin say that is it important for those who have been incarcerated to

have therapy available to them after leaving prison?

6. True or False: It is easy for those formerly incarcerated to get a place to live or a job. 

Explain your answer.

7. True or False: Re-Entry work is related to  Ministry of Accompaniment   Explain your

answer.

8. From what you read or heard in the presentation, can you explain why the first hours and

days of re-entry are such a risky period?

9. Name at least two organizations mentioned that could be helpful partners in developing a

re-entry ministry. Explain how they might help.

10. True or False: Re-integration back into society does take a village.  Explain your answer. 
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Helpful Printed Resources: 
Messengers of Hope: A Catholic Prison Ministry Training Resource, Dismas Ministry
https://dismasministry.org/product/messengers-of-hope/

   See especially pp. 14-16, H. “Preparing Inmates for Re-Entry” and re-read pp. 5-6

Introduction.

Recommended Books and Websites for
further understanding:

  @ See especially “Seeking to Minister” https://www.catholicprisonministries.org/seeking-

to-minister/#formation-resources

 

 @

 

See especially Jail and Prison Ministry 101 and become familiar with the resources for

those ministering in jails and prisons

https://www.catholicprisonministries.org/resources/ 

 y @Webinar:  Re-Entry: Working To Create A Culture Of Encounter And Hospitalit

https://www.catholicprisonministries.org/webinar/re-entry-working-to-create-a-culture-of-

encounter-and-hospitality

  – This video was recorded at the 2018

National Catholic Prison Ministry Conference held October 12-13 2018 in Milwaukee, WI,

and was generously made available by Dismas Ministry on the CPMC website at @

See Stories Of Re-Entry After Incarceration

https://www.catholicprisonministries.org/webinar/curtis-gibson-and-joshua-stancil-share-

their-personal-story-of-re-entry-after-incarceration

  (The Little

Books of Justice and Peacebuilding Series) (Little Books of Justice &

Peacebuilding) Paperback – June 1, 2005, by  can be found @

The Little Book of Circle Processes : A New/Old Approach to Peacemaking

Kay Pranis

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/156148461X/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i0

https://dismasministry.org/product/messengers-of-hope/
https://www.catholicprisonministries.org/seeking-to-minister/#formation-resources
https://www.catholicprisonministries.org/resources/%C2%A0
https://www.catholicprisonministries.org/webinar/re-entry-working-to-create-a-culture-of-encounter-and-hospitality
https://www.catholicprisonministries.org/webinar/curtis-gibson-and-joshua-stancil-share-their-personal-story-of-re-entry-after-incarceration
https://www.amazon.com/Kay-Pranis/e/B001K8T6Q0/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/156148461X/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i0
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@ 

More Catholic Mobilizing Network resources on Restorative Justice

https://catholicsmobilizing.org/restorative-justice

 Excellent introduction to Restorative Justice:

Harm, Healing, and Human Dignity, A Catholic Encounter with Restorative Justice,

Adapted by Caitlin Morneau @ 

https://litpress.org/Products/6416/Harm-Healing-and-Human-Dignity

Endnotes
 The National Office of the St. Vincent de Paul Society is a partner in the Catholic Prison

Ministries Coalition. See more about the partners@

[1]

https://www.catholicprisonministries.org/our-partners

 See [2] https://www.catholicprisonministries.org/webinar/re-entry-working-to-create-a-culture-

of-encounter-and-hospitality

 The National Office of Catholic Charities USA is a partner in the Catholic Prison Ministries

Coalition. See more about the partners@ 

[3]

https://www.catholicprisonministries.org/our-partners

 Dismas Ministry is also partner in the Catholic Prison Ministries Coalition. See more about

the partners@ . The talk mentioned here

was made available by them on the CPMC website at @

. Also see more at the Dismas Ministry Website

@ 

[4]

https://www.catholicprisonministries.org/our-partners

https://www.catholicprisonministries.org/webinar/curtis-gibson-and-joshua-stancil-share-their-

personal-story-of-re-entry-after-incarceration

https://dismasministry.org/

 Catholic Mobilizing Network is also a

partner in the Catholic Prison Ministries Coalition. See more about the partners@ and more at

the CMN website @ 

[5]https://www.catholicprisonministries.org/our-partners

https://catholicsmobilizing.org/

https://catholicsmobilizing.org/restorative-justice
https://litpress.org/Products/6416/Harm-Healing-and-Human-Dignity
https://d.docs.live.net/7c5d6f4e8134a1ae/Documents/NACC%20Projects/Credentialing%20Prison%20Ministry%20Group%20(NACC)/Text%20for%20sessions/Session%206-%20Love%20-%20Skills%20-%20Knowledge%20Formation%20II.docx#_ftnref1
https://www.catholicprisonministries.org/our-partners
https://d.docs.live.net/7c5d6f4e8134a1ae/Documents/NACC%20Projects/Credentialing%20Prison%20Ministry%20Group%20(NACC)/Text%20for%20sessions/Session%206-%20Love%20-%20Skills%20-%20Knowledge%20Formation%20II.docx#_ftnref2
https://www.catholicprisonministries.org/webinar/re-entry-working-to-create-a-culture-of-encounter-and-hospitality
https://d.docs.live.net/7c5d6f4e8134a1ae/Documents/NACC%20Projects/Credentialing%20Prison%20Ministry%20Group%20(NACC)/Text%20for%20sessions/Session%206-%20Love%20-%20Skills%20-%20Knowledge%20Formation%20II.docx#_ftnref3
https://www.catholicprisonministries.org/our-partners
https://d.docs.live.net/7c5d6f4e8134a1ae/Documents/NACC%20Projects/Credentialing%20Prison%20Ministry%20Group%20(NACC)/Text%20for%20sessions/Session%206-%20Love%20-%20Skills%20-%20Knowledge%20Formation%20II.docx#_ftnref4
https://www.catholicprisonministries.org/our-partners
https://www.catholicprisonministries.org/webinar/curtis-gibson-and-joshua-stancil-share-their-personal-story-of-re-entry-after-incarceration
https://dismasministry.org/
https://d.docs.live.net/7c5d6f4e8134a1ae/Documents/NACC%20Projects/Credentialing%20Prison%20Ministry%20Group%20(NACC)/Text%20for%20sessions/Session%206-%20Love%20-%20Skills%20-%20Knowledge%20Formation%20II.docx#_ftnref5
https://www.catholicprisonministries.org/our-partners
https://catholicsmobilizing.org/
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 This book by Kay Pranis can be found on Amazon.com @

.

[6]

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00RW2UWDY/ref=dp-kindle-redirect?_encoding=UTF8&btkr=1

 See more @ [7] https://catholicsmobilizing.org/restorative-justice

https://d.docs.live.net/7c5d6f4e8134a1ae/Documents/NACC%20Projects/Credentialing%20Prison%20Ministry%20Group%20(NACC)/Text%20for%20sessions/Session%206-%20Love%20-%20Skills%20-%20Knowledge%20Formation%20II.docx#_ftnref6
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00RW2UWDY/ref=dp-kindle-redirect?_encoding=UTF8&btkr=1
https://d.docs.live.net/7c5d6f4e8134a1ae/Documents/NACC%20Projects/Credentialing%20Prison%20Ministry%20Group%20(NACC)/Text%20for%20sessions/Session%206-%20Love%20-%20Skills%20-%20Knowledge%20Formation%20II.docx#_ftnref7
https://catholicsmobilizing.org/restorative-justice


Prison Ministry 101 - 
Session 6
Knowledge/Skills
Forma�on II 

Prison Ministry 101 is a training program is offered in collaboration with the Catholic
Prison Ministry Coalition and the National Association of Catholic  Chaplains  as part of
their Partners in Pastoral Care Project.

This training program  is an introduction to prison pastoral care ministry, focusing on
the spiritual, pastoral care, and skill/knowledge formation needed for this ministry. It
will include one’s own discernment for this ministry, an emphasis on the unique
spiritual, psycho-social, and ministerial needs of the incarcerated, and the diverse
relationships that need to be nurtured. This 6-session program will provide
foundational knowledge and the practical tools needed for successful prison ministry
in order to form the next generation of professional prison chaplains.   

As a result of this program, participants will:    
1) Be introduced to prison ministry with an emphasis one’s own discernment for this
ministry, as well as the unique spiritual, psycho-social and ministerial needs of the
incarcerated.   
2) Learn core knowledge and practical tools needed for successful prison ministry.   
3) Hopefuly consider joining and inviting others to join the next generation of
professional prison chaplains.

Session 6:  Love   - Knowlege Skills Formation II

How do I navigate and work within the system? This final session explores a variety of
pastoral do’s and don’ts in diverse relationships with others, from relating to those of
other faiths to developing the faith community, from working with prison staff to
relating to families of incarcerated and working with ex-prisoners.

https://catholicprisonministries.org/
https://www.nacc.org/
https://www.nacc.org/about-nacc/partners-in-pastoral-care/

